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ON CATEGORIES OF PROJECTIVE MODULES

MANABU HARADA AND HIKOJI KANBARA

(Received March 2, 1971)

The authors have studied some structures in categories of completely
indecomposable modules in [5], [6] and [7], respectively. Furthermore, one of
the authors has given some characterization of semi-perfect modules, defined in
[9], in terms of semi-Γ-nilpotent system in [6].

In this note, we shall work in the same frame and give generalizations of
some results in [6], [9] and [11].

Let R be a ring with identity and %JlR the category of R -right modules.
By Sί (resp. Sly) we denote the full sub-additive category of -SHî , whose objects
consist of all R (resp. i?-finitely generated)-projective modules and we denote
the Jacobson radical of SI by 3ί or /(SI), (see the definition in [3], [6] and [8]).
Then we shall show, in the first section, that SΪ//(St) (resp. 31^/(21^)) is a C3-
completely reducible (resp. completely reducible artinian) abelian category if
and only if R is a right (resp. semi-) perfect ring, defined in [1]. In the second
section, we shall study a directsum of projective modules P— Σ 0 P Λ , and show

that/(P) is small in P if and only if J(Pa) is small in Pa for all α <=/ and {Pa}
is a (elementwise) semi-Γ-nilpotent system with respect to the Jacobson radical
if the cardinal \I | is infinite (see the section 2 for the definition or [6] and [7]).
We have immediately [6], Theorems 6 and 7 and [7], Theorem from this
theorem. In the third section, we define a quasi-perfect module, which is a
generalization of perfect modules defined in [9] and give analogous results to
[9], In the final section, we shall give another proof of [7], Theorem.

In this note, we always assume that a ring R has the identity and i?-modules
are unitary. We shall use terminologies of categories in [6], [3], [10] and [8].
Let 95 be a full subcategory of 301 .̂ We assume that Im., Ker. directsum etc.
are considered in 2ft# (not in 33), unless otherwise stated, and for any object
P, P ' in %flR we write [P, P']R or [P, P']mR instead of Hom^P, P').

1. A right perfect ring

Let M be a right i?-module, and N an i?-submodule of M. N is called
small in M if Q+N=M implies Q=M for Q^M. By J(M) we denote the
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radical of M and hence J(R) is the Jacobson radical of R. We denote [M, M]R

by SM. We shall make use of the definition of (semi-) perfect modules defined
in [9].

Now, let SI be a full sub-additive category of SDIR. We define a subfamily
& of morphisms in SI as follows: for any objects P, P ' in SI, &Π[P, P']R
= {/ I G [P, P ' ] * , I m / (in 3JI*) is small in P'}. Then we have

Lemma 1. Let SI am/ © be as above. Then (£ is an ideal in SI.

Proof. Let /, / ' be in <EΠ[P, P']*. Then Im(/±/')<= W + Im/'.
Hence, / ± / ' (= © Π [P, P ' ] Λ . Let £ be an element in [P', P"]# and ^ = I m / .
We shall show that g(A) is small in P". We assume g(A)+N=P" for some JV
in 3JI/?. Then for any/)7 in P 7 we haveg(p/)=g(a)+n, (a^A, n<=N). Hence,
p'-a<=Ξg-\N) znά g(g~\N)+A)=g(P/). On the other hand, since g'\N)
contains Ker g, P'=A+g~\N). A is small in P ' and hence, P/=g~1(N).

Therefore, N^gi'g"1{N))=g(P/)^g(A) and N=P". Hence, ^ ε £ Π [P, P ' l * .
It is clear that//e© for any/ in [P", P ] Λ . Thus, (£ is an ideal.

Corollary. If every object P in SI is projective in SJί^, then (£ w ^wα/ to the

Jacobson radical of St.

Proof. Since © Π [P, P ] * is the Jacobson radical of [P, P ] Λ by [12], Lemma
1, © is the radical of SI.

From now on, we shall denote the Jacobson radical of Si by ^ .

Proposition 1. Let P be a projective R-module. Then J(P) is small in P
if and only if [P, J(P)]R=J(SP).

Proof. It is clear from the above corollary that J(SP)cz[Py J(P)]R for any
projective i?-module. Hence, if J(P) is small, J(SP)=[P, /(P)]/? Conversely,
we assume J(SP)=[P, J(P)]R and P=N+J(P) for some N in 2JI*. Then
we have a diagram:

P/N
W
P

where v and v' are canonical epimorphisms.
Since P is projecitve, we have h in [P, J(P)]R such that vh=fv'. Hence,
J(P)=h(P)+N Π J(P) and P=N+J(P)=N+h(P). On the other hand h(P)
is small in P, since h is in J(SP). Hence, P=N.

Let / be any well ordered set. By Rr we denote the ring of column finite
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matices of R over /. An ideal $ of a ring R is called right T-nilpotent, if for
any set {a^)i=1 of elements a{ in 3f, there exists « so that anan_1*"a1=Oy (n
depends on {#,}, cf. [1]).

Corollary 1 ([11], [13] and [14]). Let I be an infinite set. Then J(R) is
right T-nilpotent if and only if J(RI)=J(R)I.

Proof. Let P=^2φR. If J(R) is Γ-nilpotent, then / ( P ) = Σ θ / C R ) is

small by [9], Theorem 7,2. On the other hand Rτ is equal to SP. Hence, J(SP)

= [P> J(R)h=J(R)i - Conversely, If/(/?,)=/(!?),, / (*) is small. Hence, J(R)

is T-nilpotent from the argument of [9], Theorem 7.4.

Corollary 2 ([6]). Lei P be a projective module. We assume P is a di-
rectsum of completely indecomposable modules. Then P is semi-prefect if and only
if[P,J(F)h=ΛSP).

Proof. It is clear from [9], Theorem 5.1 and [6], Theorem 5.

Lemma 2. If R has a family of mutually orthogonal non-zero idempotents
{̂ »}Γ=i> then Rj is not regular in the sense of Von Neumann for any infinite set I.o:>

Proof. We may sasume that (the cardinal of / ) = | / | =K 0 . We denote a
family of matrix units in Rτ by e{j. Put B=y^eieli. If Rj is a regular ring, then
there exists A in Rj so that BAB=B, say A=^iaiJeiJ. We may assume 0^=0

if i>t for a large t. Then BAB=B implies that 2 eiaileJ=eJ for ally. If j>t,

then e =e*= XJ eJeiaiJej=0) which is a contradiction.

Corollary. Let R be a regular ring in the sense of Von Neumann. Then
Rj is regular for any set I if and only if R is artinian.

Proof. If R is artinian, then it is clear that Rj is regular for any set /. We
assume that there exists an infinite series of principal left ideals of R: Ra1Z)Ra
ID . Since R is regular Ran=Re'n for some idempotent e'n. Hence, R has an
infinite set of non-zero mutually orthogonal idempotents {ej, which is a con-
tradiction to Lemma 2. Therefore, R has the non zero socle, which is atrinian
and hence, R is artinian, since R is equal to the socle.

Let 31 be an additive category in SSSlR and © an ideal of SI. Then we can
define the factor category SI/© with respect to (£. Let P and / be an object and
a morphism in 51, respectively. Then P is also an object in §l/(£, however we
shall denote it by P if P is regarded as an object in 5l/(£. Similary,/ means a
class of/in 5S/(£.

Let {Mω} be a family of i?-modules, We consider the full sub-additve category
S3 (resp. %5f) in SJΪ^, whose objects consist of all directsums of MΛ 's (resp. all

2

Added in proof. 0) It was obtained by M. Tsukerman; Siberian Math. J. 7 (1966).
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dircetsums of finite number of M^'s), and of their isomorphic images. We call
S3 (resp. S8f) the induced category from {MΛ}.

Proposition 2. Let SI be the induced additive category from a family of pro-
tective modules, and 3 the radical of SI. We assume SX/S is a spectral abelian
category. Then

1) For every P in Si, J(P) is small in P.
Furthermore, we assume SI/3 is Cz-abelian.

2) // P in 31 is a directsum1^ of subobject Pa in SI, then ?=*£&?» in 91/3.
3) If P is a directsum of minimal objects in SI/3, then P is semi-perfect.

4) If Q in SI is a finietly generated R-module, then Q is perfect.

Proof. 1). Put SP=[P, P]R and/ '(S P )=[P, J(P)]R. We assume J'(SP)
Φ/(5 F ). Since SPIJ(SP) is a regular ring and J'{SP) is a tow-sided ideal in SP,
there exists non zero element ef in J'(SP) so that e Έ ^ 2 (mod 3) Herce, we
obtain an idempotent e in J'(SP) so that e = e' (mod 3) by [5], Lemma 2.
Therefore, ePaJ(P)> which is a contradiction. Thus, we obtain J/(SP)=J(SP)
and J(P) is small in P by Proposition 1.

2). We shall show that Σ θ P * = Σ θ P « in SI/3- Let / be a finite subset

of /, then Pτ= Σ ®P Λ is a direct summand of P=Pj. Hence, yΣιPa=Pr 1S a

direct summand of P, (use the method in the proof of Proposition 1 or see [5],
Lemma 2). Therefore, U P / ^ Σ θ P * is a subobject of P by [10], p. 82,
Proposition 1.2. Let P ^ Σ θ ^ θ O and/ a projection of P to Q. Then ^ Ξ 1
(mod 3ί) for some g^[Q, P]R. Since 5̂ is the radical, fg is isomorphic as R-
modules. / ( Σ θ P β ) = 0 implies/(Σ®P.)c/(Q). Hence, J(Q)^f(P)^fg(Q)
= Q. Therefore, ρ = 0 .

3). We assume P=Σ®P'<* Put P ' = Σ ® ^ Then P^P' from 2).
Therefore, P^P' as i?-modules, since ^ is the radical. Furthermore, Pά is semi-
perfect and so is P by 1), (see [9], Theorem 5.2 and [5] , Theorem 5).

4). Let Q be a finitely generated i?-projective module in SI, and S(i=

[Qy Qh P u t £?*= Σ3 ® δ , ; δ . ̂ β for, all i. Since g is finitely generated,
ί = l

SQ* is the ring (SQ)^ of column finite matrices with entries in *Sa. From the
assumption SQ*IJ(SQ*) is regular and hence (5fQ.//(5a))oo is a regular ring.
Therefore, S(IIJ(SQ) is an artinian ring by Corollary to Lemma 2. Thus,

Q= Σ ΘC?/ in 81/3, where O^ are minimal objects in 81/3. Hence, Q= Σ θ£?,
t = l ί = l

and Q'ts are completely indecomposable by [5], Lemma 2. It is clear from the
first half that Q is perfect.

Theorem 1. Let 31 be the full sub-additive category of all R-projective

1) Directsum is considered in
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modules in SSSlR and ^ the radical of SI. Then the following statements are

equivalent.

1 31/3 is a C3-abelian completely reducible category.

2 SI/3 is a Cz-spectral abelίan category.

3 Ris a right perfect ring.

Proof. 1—»2. It is clear. 2^3 . Since R is a finitely generated i?-module,

R is right perfect from Proposition 2. 3->l. If i? is right perfect, then every

object P in SI is perfect by [1] or [9] and hence, P is a directsum of completely

indecomposable modules. Furthermore, $ Π [P, P ] ^ ^ ^ ^ , J(P)]R is equal to the

ideal defined in [5], §3, (see [6], §3). Hence, 31/3 is a C3-completery reducible

abelian category by [5], Theorem 7.

Similarly to Theorem 1, we obtain

Theorem 2. Let {Pa} be a family of finitely generated projective R-modules,

and SI7 the induced category from {Pa}. Then the following two conditions are

equivalent.

1 Sl̂ /̂ 5 is a completely reducible and artinίan abelian category.

2 Every object in Sty is semi-perfect.

Especially, let SI/ be the full sub-category of all R-finίtely generated projective

modules. Then 31//3 is a completely reducible and artίnian abelίan category if

and only if R is semi-perfect.

REMARK. If we omit the assumption "artίnian" in Theorem 2, then the

thorem is not true in general. For example, let K be a field and R=[P, P]Ky

where P is a K-vector space with infinite dimension. It is well known that R is

self injective as a right i?-module and R has the socle S= 2 0£,J?. Let SI/ be

as above. Then SI/ is a spectral abelian category from [12], Theorem 2, since

R is a regular ring. First, we shall show that i ? = 2 θ ^ i?2) in SI/. It is clear

that Sj= 2 e*R 1S m ^r f°Γ e v e r Y finite set / and is a direct summand of R in

SI/ via the inclusion. Let {/,} be a set of P-homomorphisms fg: efi-^R.

T h e n / = Σ / f is in [S, R]R. Since R is self-injective and a prime ring, we have

a unique extension g^[R, R]R of/. Therefore, R=^etR m 31/> since every

object in SI/ is a finitely generated P-module. Noting that SI/ is spectral and

R=yΣιeiR in SI/ even though SI/ is not co-complete, we can easily show that SI/

is completely reducible. However, R is not semi-perfect.

We have shown in Proposition 2 that Σ θ P ^ Σ θ P * in 31/3 if 31/3 is a

C3-abelian spectral category. However, as above this fact is not true if 31/3 is

not co-complete, since

2) Directsum is considered in
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Proposition 3. Let Sly be the induced additive category from a family of

semi-perfect modules. Then Sly/S is an abelίan spectral category.

Proof. It is clear that every object in Sly is semi-perfect from [9], Theo-
rem 5.1. Therefore, Sly/^ is an abelian spectral category by [12], Theorem 2.

Corollary. Let P and Q be semi-perfect modules and f an element in [P, Q]R.

Then we have decomposition P=P1®P2y Q=Q1®Q2 such that f(P2) is small in Q

and f IP1 gives an isomorphism of P1 to Qt. Furthermore, under those conditions,

Pi and Qi are unique up to isomorphism.

Proof. Let Sly be the induced category from P and Q. Put P
Since Sly/$ is abelian spectral, P ^ P ί φ P ^ . Hence, we have P=Pλ@P2 so that
P1=P/

1 by [5], Lemma 2. Then f1=f\P1 is monomorphic in Sty/$. Hence,
there existsg^[Q, P]R such that gfλ is equal to the identity of Px modulo $.
Hence, £ = K e r g®lmfx. Since /(P 2 )=0, /(P2) is small in Qy If P,, Q{ satisfy
the above conditions, then P 2 = K e r / , P ^ C o i m / a n d Qλ=\mfy Q2=Cdker J.
Hence, they are unique up to isomorphism as P-modules.

2. Directsum of projective modules

It is known by [9], Corollary 5.3 that every semi-perfect module is a
directsum of completely indecomposable projective modules. Thus, we shall
study, in this section, a projective module which is a directsum of some
submodules. First, we shall generalize the definition of T-nilpotent.

Let {MQ,}/ be a family of i?-modules May 31 the induced category from {Ma}
and © an ideal of A. We call {Ma}j a. (elementwise) T-nilpotent (resp. semi-T-
nilpotent) system with respect to (£ if the following conditions are satisfied: for
any sequence {/t }Γ=i of morphisms/,- in EΠ [MΛ., MΛi+JR and any element x in
M Λ l , there exists n, depending on x and {/,}, such that fnfn-i•••/i(*)=0, where
M/s are in {Mα}, (resp. α, Φ α . if i Φ;) , (cf. [5], §3).

Let / be a well ordered set and put M = 2 θ M Λ , then [M, M]R=SM is equal

to the ring of column summable matrices, whose entries αστ consist of elements
in [Mτ, Mσ]R9 namely f o r / e S M and xτ^Mτ,f=(b(Γτ) and bσr(xτ)=0 for almost
all (ΓG/. In this case Σ i σ τ has a meaning and it is an element in [Mτ, M]R.

We shall make use of those notations in the following. Let bΛi<Λii

be in [Mα._iy Mα.]R for ί = l, 2 , n. If αλ<α2" <αny we denote briefly
b^n-1Kn.1(Λn_2"bΛ2Λl by b(αn, αn_19 - α 2 , αλ).

L e m m a 3. Let {MΛ}7, M and (£ be as above with \I j infinite and f=(bσr)

in ©Π [M, M]R. We assume { M j / a semi-T-nilpotent system with respect to S.

We put Fτ={b(any an_iy •••, a1)\aί=τ and n is any integer >2} . Let xτ be an
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element in MΊi then b(any an_ly •••, « 1 ) ( Λ ; T ) = 0 for almost all b(any an_ly •••, aj
inFτ.

Proof. Since & is an ideal, bσ7 is in K(Ί[MT, Mσ]R. Now, {δ^r}^ is
summable and hence, there exists a finite set Tx such that b#2r(x7)=0 if α 2 $ 7 \ .
Since {6*3*2}«3 is summable for a2^Tiy there exists a finite set T2 such that
i(α 3, α 2, τ)(#τ)=0 for a3^T2y a2^Tλ. Repeating this argument, we obtain a
family of finite set T{ such that b(aty at_iy •••, τ)(#τ)=0 if ak&Tk for some k.
Hence, we obtain the lemma from Koning Graph Theorem and the assumption.

From Lemma 3, we know that Σb(σ, an_ly •••, a2y T) is in [Mry Mσ]R.
a,.

Lemma 4. Let M, {Mα}7 and (£ be as above and we assume {Ma}j is a semi-
T-nϊlpotent system with respect to (£. Let (bσr) be in SM Γl & so that bστ=0 if σ>τ
(resp. σ<τ)y then (bστ) is quasi-regular in SM.

Proof. It is clear from the proof of [5], Lemma 10.

Lemma 5. Let {Ma}j, M and K be as above. We assume the following.
l JKf lS^c J(Sa) for every ae/. 2) if {at)i is a summable set in (£ Π [Mσ, MΎ]R,
then Σ a{ is in © Π [Mσ, Mr]R> where Sa=SM(ύ=[Ma, Ma]R) 3) { M j 7 is a semi-

T-nilpotent system with respect to (£. Then (£ Π SM<^J(SM).

Proof. Let Af=(a^) be in K Π 5 M and put A=E—Ά=(a(Γ7)y where E is
the unit matrix. We shall show by the fundamental transformation of A that A
is regular in SM. Since (£ is an ideal and S(Ί S^^^S^), a(Tσ.= ί—a/

σ(Γ is unit in
Sa . We put b(Γ1=—a(naΐιίor σ < l , then {bσ^σ is summable and bσl is in
(£ Π [Mx, Mσ]R. We shall define bσΊ for σ < τ , satisfying the following conditions,
by the transfinite induction on r

1) {b<rT}σ is summable and bσT is in ® Π [Mτy Mσ]R.
2) i<rr=—3Ότ^Λ where for σ > τ

We note that Σ^(σ> α^> *"> α2> «I)^ΛIT is defined and in Kfl [Λίτ, M J ^ by
1), 2), the assumption and Lemma 3, and hence yTT is unit in Sτy (note that {<z, τ}f

is summable). We assume {bσP\ is defined for all p < τ , which satisfy the con-
ditions 1) and 2). Then we can defineyστ for σ>r from (*) and define bσr by
2). Since {ĵ rjσ i s summable by Lemma 3, so is {b(ΓT}σ. Next, we put
Cor=ΈM<r, <*t, - , of2> τ )e(£n [Mτy Mσ]R and c σ τ =0 if σ < τ . Then C=(cσ τ)
is in SM by Lemma 3. We calculate the (σy τ)-component dσr is CA. For
σ > τ > l we have dσr=Σ cσpaPτ= 2 ^P^PT

P σ^P

Σ
ίT). Hence, we have
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3) dtrτ=yσr+bστy
It is clear that d21=0. Now, we assume daβ=0 for σ>a>β, then we obtain
from 2) and 3), dστ=0 for σ>τ. Thus, we have proved dσr=0 for all σ > τ .
Furthermore, dσσ=

%Σb(σ, <*t > •••> ^ i ) ^ i σ + β σ σ is u n i t m 'S'σ from the assumptions.
Finally, we put C1=

1Σeσ(Tdάσ, where {e^} is a family of matrix units in SM.
Then D=E—C1CA= Σ £στ#στ and xστ is in © Π [Λfτ, M J Λ , since i σ τ (resp. aσr)
is in K(Ί [Mτy Mσ]R if σ > τ (resp. <r<τ). Hence, QCM is regular in S M by
Lemma 4. We know similarly that C is regular in SM. Therefore, A is regular
in SM> which implies that (£ Π SM ciJ(SM).

Theorem 3. Let {Pa} be a family of projective modules and P=^®Pa.

Then J(P) is small in P if and only ifJ(PΛ) is small in Pa for every a^I and {Pa}j
is a semi-T-nilpotent system if I is infinite.

Proof. We assume J(P) is small in P. Then J(Pa) is small in Pa. Let

{P*$ }Γ-i be a sub-family of {PΛ} and/,-e[P*., PΛi+1]RΠ$, where α, Φ α y tiiφj.

Put P't={p4+Mpi) I pi^PΛi}. Then/,(^.) is in J(PΛi+ι) by the definition and

P= Σ PLt+ Σ Pβ+J(P) Hence, P = Σ Θ P ^ . 0 Σ Θ P β . Therefore, {PΛ} is

a semi-Γ-nilpotent system, (see [5], Lemma 9). Conversely, if/ is finite, the
theorem is trivial. Hence, we assume that / is infinite. If J(PΛ) is small in Pay

then/(5'αj)=[Pα>, J(PCU)]R from Proposition 1. Now, we define an ideal (£ in Si
induced from {PΛ} as follows: KΠ[PΛ, Pβ]R=[Pay J(Pβ)]R. Then K satisfies
the conditions in Lemma 5 by Corollary to Lemma 1 and hence, © Π SP

= [P, /(^)]/e c /(£/>). Therefore, /(P) is small in P by Proposition 1.

Corollary 1 ([6], Theorems 6 and 7). Lei P and {Pa}i be as above with I
infinite. Then P is perfect (resp. semi-perfect) if and only if Pa is semi-perfect and
{Pa}r is a T-nilpotent (resp. semi-T-nilpotent) system.

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 3 and [9], Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 2. Let P be a projective module in which J(P) is small. Then
J(F) is small in F for any dίrectsum F of any copies of P if and only if {P}3) is a
T- nilpotent system with respect to J(SP).

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.

Corollary 3. Let {PΛ} be a family of perfect modules. Then P='Σ®Poύ is
perfect if and only if J(P) is small in P.

Proof, "only if" part is clear. We may assume that J(P) is small in P
and P# is completely indecomposable. If |/ | <oo, p is perfect. If | / | = oo,

3) {P} means {P, } P^P for all u
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{Pa} is a semi-T-nilpotent system by Corollary 2. Since Pa is perfect, P is a
T-nilpotent system. Therefore, P is perfect from Corollary 1.

3. Quasi-perfect modules

We know from Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 that the perfect modules are spe-

cial ones in projective modules with properties in Corollary 2. Thus, we call

such a projective modules P quasi-perfect; namely/(P) is small in P and {P} is

a T-nilpotent system with respect to J(SP), or equivalentely {P} is a T-nilpotent

system with respect to [P, J(P)]R by Proposition 1.
If J(R) is right T-nilpotent, then for every projective module P, J(P) is

small in P and P is quasi-perfect by Theorem 3 and vice versa. If RIJ(R) is
not artinian, then R is quasi-perfect, but not perfect. It is clear that a directsum
of any copies (or direct summand) of a quasi-perfect module is also quasi-perfect.
Hence, if a projective generator in WlR is quasi-perfect, then so is every pro-
jective modules.

Lemma 6. Let P be a projective module. We assume that J(P) is small in P
and P/J(P)=Σ1 ®P« as R\J(R)-modules. If there exist projective R-modules Qa so

that QalJiQi&l^Pcί for eacn (XEίl, then we have a direct decomposition P = 2 ®P<Λ,

which induces the above decomposition, and hence J(Qc^) is small in Qa, (ef. [9],
Theorem 4.3).

Proof. Put Q=Σ ®QΛ> then we have a diagram

0 — >/(P) > P - ί U PIJ(P) > 0

N N I

where v and v' are natural epimorphisms from the assumption. Since Q is
projective and J(P) is small, P is a direct summand of Q via g\ Q=PξBQ'..
Hence, Q=P+J(Q)=P®J(Q'). Therefore, Q'=0. It is clear that J(QΛ) is
small in QΛ.

Theorem 4. Let P be a quasi-perfect module. Then every direct decom-
position of P\](P) is lifted to one of P.

Proof. We assume that PIJ(P)=Pί®Pί as R/J(R)-modules, and show that
there exist P, so that P=PλQ)P2 induces the above decomposition. It is clear
that [P/J(P), PIJ(P)]R/JCR,= Sl^y where S=SP and $=J(SP). Let a2 = a (mod
3) for a^S. We shall show that there exists an idempotent e in S such that e = a
(mod ^s). We use the same argument in [2], p. 546. We can find the following
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identities for each n from 1 = ( Λ : - ( 1 - Λ ; ) ) 2 Λ = Σ (2?V(1—Λ?)2*"'

where/„(#), gn{x) and hn(x) are polynominals with coefficients of integers. From

4) we have fn(x)=x-{-g0(x)(x2—x)+ -'-{-gn(x)(x2—x)tt~1. Put b=α2—α^^ and

gi(α)=ci^S. Let/) be an element in P, then bncp:>(p)=O for some integer w(/>)
CO

by the assumption. Put A—0+Σ £,ii+1. Since {ct δ
ί+1}, is summable as above,

1 = 0

A is in S. Furthermore, (A2-A)(p)=AAnCpip)-AnCpip), where ^r tC/o=tf

+ Σ £/*ί+1. Now, let AnCΛp)=q, and put m=max(/z(/>), n(q)), then AAnW(p)
ί= 0

^=AmA1lCpip)=AmAm(p). Hence, (A2-A)(p)=Al(p)-Am(p). We have

similarly from 5) that (-42'—^4n')(/>)=0 for any /z'>some w. Therefore, A2=A.

On the other hand, A—α=^ c{b
i+1 and ( Σ £*# M)(/>)£Ξ /(P). Hence, Σ ^ ί + 1

e [ P , J(P)]R—^ by Corollary to Proposition 1. Therefore, we have porved the
theorem by Lemma 6.

Corollary 1. We assume that RIJ(R) is artinian. Then every quasi-perfect

module is perfect.

Proof. Since P/J(P) is semi-simple, P is perfect from Theorem 4, Corollary
to Theorem 3 and [9], Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 2. We assume J(R) is right T-nilpotent, then for a projective R-
module P, a direct decomposition of PjJ{P) is lifted to one of P, and every
idempotent in Rj IJ(Ri) is lifted to one in Rj for any set /. Furthermore, if
R/J(R) is a regular ring, then 3t£/3ί is a spectral abelian category, where §1, is the
full sub-category of finitely generated projective R-modules.

If P is perfect, then P/J(P) is semi-simple and hence, *Sf

P//(SP)=ΠΔ?α>,
where A* are division rings. It is clear that P'jJ(Pf) is not semi-simple even
though SP

//J(S/)=HAoi for a projective module P' We consider this situation.

Proposition 4. Let P be a quasi-perfect module so that SP\J(SP)=HA*Ia,

then P contains a perfect module Po such that SPJJ(SPo)=ΐIA*'a and P is perfect

if and only if Po is a direct summand of P, where \IΛ\^\I'Λ\ and | /£ | > Ko if

Proof. Let S=SPjJ{SP\ P=PIJ(P), and sΛ a projection of S to Δ?Λ.
Then there exists Pa in P which is a direct summand of P and SPJJ(SPΛ)

= ^ S Λ « A ? Λ . __Let @ be the socle of Δ J r t = S Λ , and ®P(=P0)^P. Then the
restriction ψ of $# to PQ gives elements of SPQ=[P0, P0]R/JOV' We first show
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that φ is a ring isomorphism. If Ker^=3XφO, then 3ΪΞ>@. Since @=@2,
Sl@P=PoΦθ. Hence, Ker φ=0. Since P0=TieiiP, where {e4j} is a family of
matrix units of Sa, φ{&) is equal to the socle @' of SpQ. Furthermore,
SΛ=[@, @]sΛ>

 a n d *Spo=[@'> ®']s^o a s r^gnt modules. We may regard Sa as
a sub-ring of Spo by φ. Then Spo=^@', @']SPO<=[@, @]sΛ=S β . Hence, <p
is isomorphic. Now, since P 0 = Σ θ ^ t /P, PΛ contains a direct summand Pαy for
every finite set/ cz/ so that P ^ / ^ Σ Θ ^ P Let S be a family of projective sub-

modules Q of P Λ so that £?=Σ®£?«> Qi^eaP> f° r aU * m •£"> a n d 0/ is a direct

summan of P for any finite subset / of K. We can find a maximal element QΛ

in S by defining a natural relation in S. We assume that £)<„ is a direct summand

of P and j j ^ ^ o Since Q^ is a direct summand of Pω we can obtain a sub-

module Z7 of Pω such that P ^ ^ ^ Λ Θ C / Φ P ^ , which contradicts to the maximality

of Qa. Hence, P0=Q<ύ in this case. On the other hand, since φ in the above is

isomorphic, P 0 = ρ , = P Λ . Finally, we put P * = Σ ®Q«= Σ Σ ®QiΛ, and

define a natural homomorphism/; P*-+P. For any finite set/ of \jKΛyf\PJ
splits as i?//(i?)-module. Hence, f\P* splits as an i?-module, since J(PJ) is
small in PJ. Hence, / is monomorphic. Since Qicύ is projective and completely
indecomposable, Qi(ύ is perfect from Corollary 2 to Theorem 3. Therefore, P *
is perfect by Corollary 1 to Theorem 3. If P * is a direct summand of P, then
Qa is a direct summand of P^, and hence, Qa=Pa from the first part. Let P—

and £ a projection of P to Px. If g=Ufcύ(fa^ecύSPeoi) is not zero, then
for some a. However, φ is isomorphic, and hence / Λ = 0 . Therefore,

P*=P. Conversely, if P is perfect, P * is a direct summand of P from Proposi-
tion 5 below.

Proposition 5. Let P be a semi-perfect module and P o a projective R-module

in P. Then P o is a direct summand of P if and only if P o Π J(P)=J(P0).

Proof. We assume J(P) f] Po=J(Po) Then P0/J(P0) is a R/J(R)-sub-

module of P//(P) and P//(P)=P0//(P0)φP1//(P1) for some i?-projective module
pp b y [% Theorem 4.3. Hence, J(P0) is small in Po by Lemma 6. Next,
we have a diagram

0 —>J(Po) — > Po - ^ P/Pf — > 0

where / is an inclusion map of Po to P and k=vi and P^=^Pλ-\-J{P). Since
P is projective, we obtain #: P->P0 so that kg=v. Let >̂0 in P o , then
(gi(po)-po) is in J(SPQ). Therefore, #/ is isomorphic, which means Po is a
direct summand of P. The converse is clear.
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Proposition 6. There exists a semi-perfect module if and only if R contains

a completely indecomposable and projective right ideal.

Proof. If P is semi-perfect, then P contains a completely indecomposable

semi-perfect module Po by [9], Corollary 5.3. Hence, PJJ(P0) is a minimal

i?//(i?)-projective module. Since J(P0) is small, P0=pR for some^)GP0. Hence,

P0^eR for some idempotent e in R. The converse is clear from [6], Theorem 5.

4. Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya's theorem

In this section, we shall prove Kanbara's theorem in [7] as a corollary of

Lemma 5. Let {Ma}T be a family of completely indecomposable J^-modules and

SI the induced category from {Mj. We denote the ideal of 3Ϊ defined in [5], §3

by $'. It is sufficient to prove that J(SM)=^ Π SM under the condition that

{MΛ} is a semi-Γ-nilpotent system with respect to £$', whereM=X30MΛ.

However, if we use the argument in the proof of Lemma 5 in [5], we know that

{Ma} satisfies the condition 2 in Lemma 5 if we take K=3>/. It is clear that the

conditions 1 and 3 are satisfied. Therefore, we obtain J (S M )—$' Π SM from

Lemma 5.
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